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it seems like heaven began on earth
joseph smith and the constitution
of the kingdom of god
thy kingdom

come thy will be done in earth
as it is in heaven

andrew

F

ehat

byustudies
of BYU Studies D michael quinn presented for
in the last issue ofbyustudies
the first time a chronology of the council of fifty that annihilates the
previously held theory that this council was one of the most important institutions in nineteenth century mormon history formally
organized by joseph smith on 11 march 1844 just three months
before he was murdered at carthage illinois the council of fifty was
his concrete description of the millennial government of god in his
article quinn gave an overview of the organization officers activity
and meaning of the prophet s council of fifty and presented insight
into some of the internal political doctrine that guided council
meetings however he did not present or analyze the governing
directive of the council the constitution of the kingdom of god
nor did he discuss all the parliamentary procedures of the kingdom
that illustrate the theoretical rights powers and limitations of its officers and members the purpose
purposed of this article then is to show that
internal nature role and organization of ofjoseph
joseph smith s kingdom
of god
admittedly this study will appear more like a theological
treatise but considering quinn s research there seems little else
significant to say about the external chronology of the council of fifty using materials quinn apparently did not see 1I will do three
things in this article that he did not
net do in his first I1 will provide an
1

andrew F ehat graduated from brigham young university in mathematics in 1973 he is currently a
graduate student in history a researcher with the religious studies center and an editorial intern with
biggham
biigham young university studies
brigham
of fifty and its members 1844 to 1945 brigham young university
D michael quinn the council offifty
studies 20 winter 1980 163
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did joseph smith
answer to the question he raised in his article why didjoseph
wait two years after he received the revelation authorizing the existence of the council of fifty to actually organize it2
ita second
although quinn discussed the importance of 7 april 1842 the date
the lord revealed the official name of the council as well as the dates
various council members gave for its formal organization two years
13 march 1844 there is one date he did
later namely 10 11 and 15
not discuss 1I will show that the 18 april 1844 meeting of the council
of fifty was without any question the most important one in its
organizational development because it was on that date joseph
smith finalized all the theoretical features of the kingdom of god
clayton
ton s journals to
and third I1 will present excerpts from william clay
demonstrate the essentially spiritual theological and nonmilitant
role of the council of fifty
WHY DID JOSEPH SMITH WAIT
FROM 7 APRIL 1842 UNTIL 18 APRIL 1844

according to daniel 244 45 the lord must take the first step in
establishing his kingdom the stone that is to roll forth and consume
all other nations has to be cut out of the mountain without
hands that is by god the first step to coalesce the randomly scattered and partially developed themes of the kingdom fostered within
the church priesthood organization appears to be the revelation to
joseph smith on 7 april 1842 3 on this date the full title of the
kingdom was revealed
verily thus saith the lord this is the name by which you shall be
called the kingdom of god and his laws with the keys and power
thereof and judgment in the hands of his servants ahman christ 4

no other government has had such a prestigious title furthermore
to show the stark contrast between the ideals of government hinted at
in this title and those operating upon the earth joseph smith began
to teach that mans attempts at government had come woefully short
both in principle and in practice
in july 1842 three months after receiving this revelation joseph
smith published an essay in the times and seasons entitled the
pp
ap 164 65
joseph F smith minutes of the council of fifty 10 april 1880 used by special permission since 1957
a typed version of these minutes has been available at special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah the typescript does not give any source though there are minor errors in
the typescript the date given for the revelation is correct
asee
4see
ee entry in william clayton journal for I1 january 184
18455 included with this article there are many other
sources for this text but clayton seems to be copying from the original minutes which were in his possession
21bid
bid
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government of god 5 in it he said the governments of men have
failed in all their attempts to promote eternal power peace and hapeven our nation which possesses greater resources than
piness
any other is rent from center to circumference with party strife
political intrigues and sectional interest 6 joseph smith called
isaiah 3322
5522 the political motto of ancient israel and note how un5322
3522
mistakably close to the revealed name of the council of fifty this
motto is
the lord is our lawgiver the lord is our judge the lord
is our king and he shall reign overus
over us 7 to bring about this ideal
ovelus
state of things the prophet said great confusion and destruction
would have to occur throughout the world
the world has had a fair
trial for six thousand years the lord will try the seventh thousand
himself 8 though he did not give many details of the ancient
government of god joseph smith did say the following
god to make their laws and
they were led in both
men chosen by him to administer them
so will it be when the purposes of
civil and ecclesiastical affairs
god shall be accomplished when the lord shall be king over the
whole earth and jerusalem his throne
the law shall go forth
from zion and the word of the lord from jerusalem 9

the government

theocracy
was a theo
dacy they had

ofjoseph smiths precise ideas
this is a preciously limited description of joseph

of the nature of the kingdom and he knew it for he said a month
later 1 I have the whole plan of the kingdom before me and no

other person has 10
other theological developments that year have a specific bearing
on the organization of the kingdom of god in may of 1842 joseph
smith introduced the temple endowment and anointed nine men
consistent with john the
to become hereafter kings and priests
who
revelator joseph smith anointed them kings and priests
shall reign on the earth during the millennium 12 however in
september of 1843 a year later joseph smith did attend to the temple ordinances that actually made mortals kings and priests
joseph smith on 27 august 1843 a month before first administering
these ordinances taught that this ordination as a king and priest
conferred the ultimate legitimate power of government
the prophet
joseph smith comp joseph fielding smith
prophetjoseph
odthe
this editorial is reprinted in full in teachings of
ofthe
salt lake city deseret book company 1967 pp
ap 248 54

ibid
ibid
ibid
ibid

p 249
p 252

and ed
laffer day saints ed BH roberts 2nd
joseph smith history odthe
of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ oflatter
of latter
rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news 1932 1951 5139 hereafter referred to as HC
HC 51 2
11hc
12 12revelation
revelation 205 6 italics supplied
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falness of the melchizedek priesthood are kings and
those holding the fulness
priests of the most high god holding the keys of power and blessings
in fact that priesthood is a perfect law of theocracy and stands as god to
give laws to the people

13

joseph smith in this discourse also indicated that he had not as yet
conferred on any man in the church the guiness of the priesthood ordinances
din ances whereby they were made kings and priests 14
on 28 september 1843 joseph smith inaugurated these higher
ordinances in which he ordained men kings and priests 15 and in the
ensuing five months he conferred them on twenty other men 16 for it
falness of the priesthood that joseph
was the dispensation of the fulness
smith felt was the mission he was to accomplish 17 hence it should
not be surprising that with one exception all the men upon whom the
fulness
falness had been conferred by february 1844 were initiated into the
original council of fifty on 11 march of that year 18 therefore in the
period between may 1842 and more particularly september 1843
and february 1844 the organization of the kingdom of god awaited
joseph smiths unfolding of temple theology
thus the two year lapse between 7 april 1842 the date the
founding revelation of the council was received and 111i march 1844
the date the council was actually organized exists because joseph
smith delayed organizing this council until after he had unfolded all
temple ordinances
these ordinances he claimed conferred ultimate priesthood
authority upon men when men were ordained kings and priests and
falness of the priesthood they were given
thereby received the fulness
smith teachings
zinith
see undated

p 322
entry in manuscript entitled

scriptural items which matches other manuscript versions
of ofjoseph
joseph smiths 27 august 1843 discourse found in the library archives of the historical department of
of jesus christ of latter day saints church office building salt lake city utah hereafter rethe church ofjesus
ferred to as church archives 1I have determined that this manuscript is in the hand of offranklin
franklin D richards
of jesus
who in 1849 became an apostle of the church see also doctrine and covenants of the church ofjesus
28
12428
christ of latter day saints salt lake city the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1968 124
beforejoseph
before
joseph smiths discourse
hereafter referred to as dac and brigham young s comments three weeks begore
5 527
found in HC 5527
15
joseph smith diary kept by willard richards 28 september 1843 church archives
the twenty men were hyrum smith brigham young heber C kimball willard richards newel K
whitney william marks john taylor
Taylo
taylorjohns
john
taylorjohn
rJohn smith reynolds cahoon alpheus cutler orson spencer orson hyde parley P pratt wilford woodruff george A smith levi richards cornelius P lott william
W phelps isaac morley and orson pratt this isis based on my summary of data on the individuals who
received the endowment before ordinance work began in the nauvoo temple privately distributed
IHC
5 140 or smith teachings p 258
HC 5140
the exception was isaac morley who was not militated into the council of fifty until I1 march 1845
with only two exceptions all the additional men on whom joseph smith conferred the endowment but not
the fulness
falness of the priesthood ordinances were also initiated into the council of fifty these men were as
follows george miller amasa lyman lucien woodworth john M bernhisel joseph fielding william
clayton and john P greene the only exceptions are samuel H smith who died in august 1844 and
endowjoseph young who did not become a member of the council of fifty until 1 march 1845 ehat
ment data summary

dao
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all that could be given to man on the earth 19 with the restoration
of this fundamental source of legitimacy the kingdom of god could
be reestablished for from the mormon point of view governments
which had apostatized from that dominion the lord gave adam had

usurped authority and annulled their priesthood hence worldly
kings anointed by priests who had no priesthood power ultimately
did not have legitimate right to reign 20 it is no wonder then that the
official name of the council the kingdom of god and his laws
11
when condensed to its
key word
ahman
means according to the mormon lexicon god anointed
christ
7

dac

ones

see
d&c 9517 116
seed&c9517
WHAT HAPPENED AT THE

with this theological overview

18 APRIL 1844

MEETING

we are ready to discuss the mean-

ing of the 18 april 1844 meeting of the kingdom of god regarding
this meeting william clayton records in his journal that the indivi
ofgG
dividuals
duals who have been called upon to form the grand K oag
of
were called by revelation this principle was echoed in a revelation to

john taylor

27

june

1882

and

now 1I speak unto you who are members of this council and my
kingdom 1I say unto you as 1I said unto my disciples of old ye have not
chosen me but 1I have chosen you 1I called you by my servant joseph
smith and by my servant brigham young and by my servant john

taylor

21

non members of the church who were
this calling included the three nonmembers
members of the council of fifty uriah brown edward bonney and
merinus G eaton
baton for according to the above revelation given to
doseph smith to
john taylor the lord said 1 I moved upon joseph
tp introduce into my kingdom certain parties not in my church 22 with
the ultimate source of representation of god on earth inherent in the
priesthood having only church members rule would not be fair in a
nonmembers
plural society unless as stated in this 1882 revelation non
members of
and have
the church be admitted to the right of representation
heber C kimball journal kept by william clayton 26 december 1845 church archives
201n
cormons
Mor mons nevertheless had been cautioned by revelain light of this it should be pointed out that the mormons
tion to be content with pluralism
be subject to the powers that be until he reigns whose right it is to
cormons this was not evidence ofa
reign dac
of a patronizing god he had revealed that he had
d&c 5822 to mormons
countenancer but had also inspired the constitution of the united states there was to be no connot only countenanced
tradiction
tra
d&c 582
for he that keepeth
58211
keeneth the laws of god hath no need to break the laws of the land dac
revelation dated 27 june 1882 in notebook collection of
ofjohn
john taylor revelations notebook given to
ofjohn taylor by emma smith woodruff wife of wilford woodruff xerox
annie taylor hyde daughter ofjohn
of holograph church archives
ibid
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full and free opportunity of presenting their views interests and principles and enjoying all the freedom and rights of the council 23
the leaders of the council of fifty did not consider the presence
nonmembers
of non
members of the church as members of the council to be a
ings rather they accepted what
dilution of its priesthood undergirdings
undergird
joseph smith had taught them namely that in the initial stages of
the millennium the council would participate in concert with men of
differing religious and political persuasions apparently the highest
ranking representatives of non mormon political systems would be
invited to come and present the views interests and principles of
their constituency in december 1842 the prophet had interpolated
the book of revelation phrase reign on earth to mean reign over
the earth
he explained that immortal men including christ
would not dwell permanently on the earth but would only visit it during the millennium day to day government would therefore be left
to mortals furthermore joseph smith explained the earth would
still have a pluralism of governments and religions in the early part of
those thousand years
there will be wicked men on the earth during the thousand years the
jerusalem to worship will be
heathen nations who will not come up to tojerusalem
visited with the judgments of god eg
no rain zechariah 1417
and must eventually be destroyed from the earth 24

because the kingdom of god was conceived of god it could be a
government of a plural society without prostituting its principles the
way that such an apparently unrealizable ideal could be achieved was
what joseph smith made known during the 18 april 1844 meeting
when the prophet began the meeting he initiated joseph W
coolidge and david S hollister and then added lyman wights
name to the list of members the council then had a total of fifty
men sitting in the circle with that accomplished joseph smith announced
noun ced now we have the number which the lord requires but
we will take a few more on our own hook 25 the term council of
fifty then became the familiar name of the kingdom of god and
when it was mentioned in public although the name
his laws
council of fifty has been considered by scholars merely as a
231bid
ibid

smith teachings pp
ap 268 69
leonard john nuttall minutes of the council of fifty 12 october 1880 used by special permission
hereafter referred to as minutes followed by date subsequent to the 18 april 1844 meeting william smith
and jedediah M grant were included in the pre martyrdom council much in the same manner as alternates
andjedediah
councillors
are called into the churchs
councilors are officially
churche priesthood organization the high council alternate councilors
called in case regular members of the high council are absent
21

258
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nickname 26 as seen here it was an essential feature of the council to
have a particular size and hence this official title
joseph smith next asked the committee assigned the responsibility of drafting the constitution of the kingdom of god to report their
progress although this committee had not been organized until a
week before the 18 april 1844 meeting the council from the very
beginning had considered drafting a constitution at the first of two
10 march 1844 preliminary organizational meetings joseph smith
had assigned the entire council the task of amending the constitution of the united states to become the voice of jehovah 27 at
the 11 april meeting joseph smith had given the assignment to a
committee of three during the week the committee had tried to
draft the constitution though the prophet had not been at the
meeting of the committee of the council in the afternoon of
14 april he too during the week had attempted to help draft the
document 28
committeeman john taylor reported to the council that the
committee had worked & strove to get up such a constitution as
would suit our feelings but could not do it the prophet then told
the council that he knew they could not draft a constitution worthy
of guiding the kingdom of god 29 and that he had gone before the
lord and had received the constitution by direct revelation
ye are my constitution and I1 am your god and ye are my
spokesmen therefore from henceforth keep my commandments

30

though this statement may seem short and more on the order of
a preamble to a constitution council members viewed it quite difly john taylor said
ferent
ferently
these words are pregnant with meaning

of intelligence &
point out our position in regard to these matters it is expected of us
that we can act right that our interests are bound up in the kingdom of god that we should consider we are not acting for ourselves
but that we are the spokesmen of god selected for that purpose in the
interest of god & to bless & exalt all humanity we acknowledge him
as our god and all men who enter this body must acknowledge him
pecul1arys1
peculiarly
ry jio
here there is a peculiary
sio
siccj significance to these things which needs
peculia
some consideration 31
& full

hyrum L andrus joseph smith and world government salt lake city deseret book company
gov
godd an
58
pp
and
ap 3 4 klaus
kiaus
19
offffty
counciloffifty
1958
d the council
klausj
klausaJ hansen quest for empire the political kingdom of go
in mormon history lansing mich
midi michigan state university 1967 p 61 and quinn the council of
fifty and its members 1844 to 1945 p 169
2727joseph
joseph smith diary 10 march 1844 church archives
211joseph
joseph smith diary 14 april 1844 and HC 6333
19 19minutes
minutes 8 april 1881
3030joseph
joseph F smith minutes of the council of fifty 21 april 1880 see note 3
31 31minutes
minutes 8 april 1881
311
211
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orson pratt in regard to this has said
in the church we take the law of god & his priesthood as the constit
stitution
ution of his church here in this council we have a living constitution not a written one which we must conform to 32
cil

the implicit breadth of this constitution was staggering to counmembers the constitution of the kingdom subsumes those

political principles of mankind consistent with judeo
fudeo christian
mormon scriptures analogous to this is the case of the strikingly
similar constitutional monarchy of great britian its unwritten constitution is the sum total of all the basic legislation developed over the
centuries since the magna carta of 1215 joseph smith was serious
then when he said we should gather all the good and true principles in the world and treasure them up or we shall not come out
33
mormons
one of the grand fundamental principles of
Mor mons
true cormons
mormonism is to receive truth let it come from whence it may 34
this brief constitution may imply that the council operated in
loose and chaotic fashion however order in the council was assured
by certain parliamentary procedures that were also finalized in the
18 april 1844 meeting given the unwritten nature of the constitution of the kingdom these parliamentary procedures consequently
take on constitutional proportions
I
1

THE RULES OF THE KINGDOM

the council is convened and organized by the president of the
church subject to the rules of the kingdom of god he is elected
1

standing chairman upon convening of the council
2
members of the council sit according to age except the chairman
3
according to the order of voting in the council a recorder and
a clerk of the kingdom are elected the clerk takes the minutes of the
meeting and the recorder enters the approved minutes into the official
records of the kingdom they are voting members though they do not
occupy a seat in the circle
4
all motions are presented to the council by or through the
standing chairman all motions must be submitted in writing
5
to pass a motion must be unanimous in the affirmative
voting is done after the ancient order each person voting in turn from
the oldest to the youngest member of the council commencing with
the standing chairman if any council member has any objections he is
october 1880
33 33smith
smith teachings p 316
ibid p 313
minutes

31 31minutes

12
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under covenant to fully and freely make them known to the council
tightness of the course pursued by
but if he cannot be convinced of the rightness
the council he must either yield or withdraw membership in the council thus a man will lose his place in the council if he refuses to act in
accordance with righteous principles in the deliberations of the council
after action is taken and a motion accepted no fault will be found or
motlon
change sought for in regard to the motion
6
before a man can be accepted as a member of the council his
name must be presented to the members and voted upon unanimously
in the affirmative when invited into the council he must covenant by
uplifted hand to maintain all things of the council inviolate agreeable
to the order of the council before he accepts his seat he must also
agree to accept the name constitution and rules of order and conduct of
the council
no member is to be absent from any meeting unless sick or on
7
council business if this were not the case rule five could be invoked to
invalidate any action of the council
8
A member can be assigned to only one committee of the council at a time
9
adjournment and specific date

of reconvening the council are
determined by vote the council may be called together sooner at the
discretion of the chairman if the council adjourns without a specific
meeting date sine die it next meets only at the call of the standing
chairman or new president of the church if applicable 35

beginning with rule number two 1I shall discuss the implications
of the most important rules of order of the council the most conspicuous feature of william clayton s journal entry for 18 april 1844
is that he lists each of the members except for the officers of the
council according to age joseph smith explained nearly a year
before
the way to get along in any important matters was to
gather unto yourself wise men experienced & aged men to assist in
council in all times of trouble 36 this rule of order seems to have
followed precedent established earlier by byjoseph
joseph smith in connection
with the priesthood organization of the church when the council
1834 joseph smith inof the twelve apostles was
was organized in 1854
structed
struc ted them to take their seats together according to age the
oldest to be seated at the head 37 they even spoke in order from the
oldest to the youngest 38 while seniority by ordination date
this is a compilation of descriptive statements of the rules of order scattered throughout the minutes of
fifty I1 have prepared a typescript ofthese
offifty
the council of
of these minutes and corresponding diary entries and expect
35this

to publish this compilation in the future
yea
36Wilford
yka
ilford woodruffiournal
teachings
woodruff journal 14 may 1843 church archives see also smith teachings
liford
chins p 299
31bh
BH roberts has observed that this arrangement had reference only to the first organization of the
quorum of the twelve after this first arrangement the brethren of that quorum held and now hold their
place in it and preside according to seniority of ordination not of age
for further details see note in HC

2219 20 cf dac
d&c 124129
times and seasons 6 15 april 1845

869
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eventually replaced seniority by age in the council of the twelve in
the council of fifty seniority was determined strictly by age ecclesiastical rank except in the case of the president of the church
had no bearing on standing in the council for example the president of the twelve apostles brigham young was ranked twenty
third in the council of fifty
alphabetical lists of the council of fifty do not suggest this rule
of order which gave rise to tensions within the council 39 of particular interest is the case of lyman wight eldest of the twelve
apostles he first took his seat in the council of fifty on 3 may 1844
he was ranked sixteenth ahead of all his fellow apostles 40 when
brigham young after the martyrdom of joseph smith did not enthusiastically renew wights mission to texas that had been arranged
by the 1844 council of fifty lyman wight rebelled and took a company of saints away anyway so when the council appointed the
president of the presiding quorum of the church president brigham
young as standing chairman of the council of fifty on 4 february
1845 apostle wight was on his way to texas and was not present to
sanction the action this may in part explain why after august 1846
following the death of samuel bent who was ranked second lyman
wight refused to accept brigham youngs election as standing chairman he repeatedly stated that nobody under the light of the
heavens exceptjoseph
forjohn
or john smith the president of the fifexcept joseph smith orjohn
since
ty could call him from texas 41 sincejohn
john smith was ranked third
Sinc eJohn
in joseph smith s council lyman wight considered john smith and
not brigham young president of the fifty wights interpretation
of succession in the council was certainly self serving for in the
council of the twelve apostles he was responsible to president
brigham young but in the council of fifty he thought his age gave
him advantage justifying his rebellion against brigham youngs
authority because he attended only at most three of the seventeen
council of fifty meetings held during the lifetime of joseph smith
possibly lyman wight did not know or forgot the rule that age
seniority did not determine who was to be standing chairman that
office was always to be filled by the president of the church
smith minutes of the council of fifty referred to in notes 3 and 30 for 10
and 21 april 1880 included a listing of members joseph F smith originally listed them according to age
the individual who typed the BYU special collections copy of these minutes re shuffled the names into
alphabetical order william Clay
claytona
claytons
tons lists for 18 april 1844 and 4 february 1845 are in order of age so are
the lists kept by byjoseph
joseph F smith in his journal under the dates of 10 april 12 october and 31 december 1880
and 8 april 1881 church archives
5 1 joseph smith diary and willard richards diary both for 3 may 1844 church archives
HC 63
40hc
6351
41heman
heman hale smith the lyman wight colony in texas 1846 1858 p 21 typewritten manuscript
BYU special collections see abraham H cannon journal 4 april 1894 BYU special collections
39for
the eJoseph
for example th
thejoseph
joseph F
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wights thinking

carried a step further could have made it possible
for nonmember of the church uriah brown ranked fifth to have
leaving even lyman wight in a
succeeded to the presidency

quandary
but this seniority rule certainly is not the most important of the
rules governing the council without any question rule number five
was the most important one to members of the council all the
perplexing questions raised about government in general and
theocracy in particular were answered by this rule it eased their own
anxiety regarding joseph smiths intentions in establishing a
theocracy it qualified the meaning of the action of the 11 april 1844
meeting when joseph smith was anointed prophet priest and
king of the council because of this rule council members did not
feel that they were bound to the fanciful revelations of joe smith
mormons claimed
as anti cormons
whether right or wrong
this rule
satisfied members of the council that they were involved in a theo
democratic republican form of government and not a theocratic
tyranny rule five was the unique answer to the inevitable clash between majority and minority rights it guaranteed freedom of speech
guie
gule
ruie blended
and encouraged the right of dissent to them this rule
tule
divine sovereignty and popular sovereignty
As in the constitution of the united states the constitution of
the kingdom of god empowers the government of god in its
legislative capacity more than in any other branch of power the
standing chairman does have veto power but no more than other
members he too is subject to the same rules of righteousness in exercising his franchise
if 1I esteem mankind to be in error shall I1 bear
no I1 will lift them up and in
them down asked joseph smith
their own way too if 1I cannot persuade them my way is better and 1I
will not seek to compel any man to believe as 1I do only by the force of
reasoning for truth will cut its own way 42 joseph smith felt that
these liberal sentiments could be enacted through the agency of the
council of fifty the miracle of fifty men coming to a unanimous
decision would make them spokesmen of god according to the
theory if fifty men seek in candor and order to put self and
represented interest in perspective with all other points of view and
are committed to find the locus where the best interests of all converge then the council will have found the will of god this
unanimous decision clause in rule five is as in the case of rule number

42

smith teachings p 313 italics supplied
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two an obvious duplication of the parliamentary procedures of the
churche leading councils
churchs
every decision made by either of these quorums the quorum of the
twelve apostles and the quorum of seventy must be by the
unanimous voice of the same that is every member in each quorum
must be agreed to its decisions in order to make their decisions of the
unless this is the case
same power or validity one with the other
their decisions are not entitled to the same blessings which the decisions
of a quorum of three presidents anciently
the decisions of these
are to be made in all righteousness in holiness and
quorums
lowliness of heart meekness and long suffering and in faith and virtue and knowledge temperance patience godliness brotherly kindness and charity because the promise is if these things abound in them
they shall not be unfruitful in the knowledge of the lord 43

therefore the chairman would not resort to revelation unless the
nonmembers
council was at a stalemate the desire of the non
members of the
church in the council to avoid revelation as the final say would certainly be a compelling force for unanimity it could then be argued
that the voting procedure in practice would merely be majority rule
certainly this is so the key of course is whether members of the
council would seriously consider the interests of all in their deliberations As john taylor saw it only in seeking the good of all could
one factor that
they fulfill the implications of their constitution
would contribute to realization of this lofty goal is the covenant rule
number five that if objections existed to any legislation they had to
be voiced
because the leadership of the church handpicked the men to fill
the council of fifty one could argue that true freedom of expression
did not exist in the council yet one cannot escape the impression of
total honesty and unintimidated expression actually practiced in the
meetings for example when in 1880 the council discussed the
stand the people s party should take on the question of taxes in support of the public school system in utah territory both george Q
cannon and wilford woodruff opposed the move because it would
require the removal of the churche
churchs scriptures from the curriculum
taxes had not been used to an appreciable extent in the territorial
joseph smith on 12 february 1834 said he would explain the order in which a council ought to be
conducted for the first time since the organization of the church he said in ancient days councils were
conducted with such strict propriety that no one was allowed to whisper be weary leave the room or get
uneasy in the least until the voice of the lord by revelation or by the voice of the council by the spirit was
1p
obtained which has not been ap
p 28 observed in this church to the present it was understood in ancient
days that if one man could stay in council another could and if the president could spend his time the
members could also but in our councils generally one would be uneasy another sleep one praying another
ac
kirtland
not ones mind on the business of the council and another thinking on something else &c
council minute book ap
pp 27 28 church archives published in smith teachings p 69
43
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it might be surprising to us that daniel H
wells former member of the first presidency and then a councilor to
the twelve apostles recommended rather liberal views he suggested that the latter day saint children receive a more secular education and be taught the scriptures at home without crowding them
into the 6 hours of the school day
echoing the fundamental principles of the council daniel H wells concluded this looks to me
as good statesmanship & be providing for all the people
there
were no rebuttals to his comments john taylor agreed that there
does seem to be an unfairness in using other peoples money for our
schools
we can afford to do right 44 this is only one example
but it confirms the whole tenor of the council minutes the leaders
of the council of fifty practiced what they preached the minutes
breathe openness and candor without vindictiveness or unkindness if
cormons felt so committed to this freedom of expression in the
the mormons
council we can expect that the gentiles would feel even more so
A six percent representation of the overwhelming gentile population does not seem to be good mathematics on the part of joseph
smith if he expected the council soon to be in control of the world
having only three nonmembers
non members in the original council of fifty seems
a poor representation butjoseph
but joseph smith told the younger members
of the council benjamin fjohnson
ajohnson
FJ ohnson erastus snow and george A
smith always to remember the example he had set then when they
were hoary with age they would maintain alive the principle of
gentile representation in the council of fifty should the day come in
their lifespan that the kingdom of god would be established in
power and glory 45 given the mormon expectation that at the beginning of the millennium a plural society will exist and that
non members of the church will have fair representation theoretically
nonmembers
the proportion of nonmembers
non members in the council will then be considerably higher than it was in nauvoo under such conditions gentiles in the council of fifty will not feel their position to be so
tenuous 46
therefore it was not the specific projects of joseph smiths
council of fifty that so excited its members it was his theories and
doctrines that arrested their attention for it did not escape them
school system before this

44 44minutes
minutes

12

october 1880

the letter of ofbenjamin
knew the prophets an analysis odthe
benjamin F johnson to george F gibbs reporting
of rhe
ofthe
joseph smith and
Brigham young ed dean R zimmerman bountiful utah horizon
doctrinal views of ofjoseph
and&igham
andbrigham
publishers 1976 p 19 and william whittaker taylor minutes of the council of fifty 5 april 1882 church
4517

archives

qmestfor
hansen quest
for empire p

46 46hansen

37
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that this form of government was not possible under existing world
conditions
but an already well developed apocalyptic outlook
helped keep the notions alive first the church would gain in influence and respect with the world 47 second the chaos of a
disintegrating world would drive people to the ensign of the latter
day saints saying we dont care about your religion but you are a
good people and you have a just and stable government with which
we would be willing to cooperate 48 then lastly cataclysmic events
would elect the saints as governors of the earth 49
with all these principles finalized on 18 april 1844 surely it is

much precious instructions
no wonder william clayton rejoiced
were given and it seems like heaven began on earth and the power of
god is with us
As will be seen in the following entries from
clayton s journals his childlike faith in the revelations on the council of fifty to joseph smith was implicit and complete
they
demonstrate the spiritual otherworldly
other worldly orientation of council proand its role when it came into contact with the world 50
ce
ceedings
EXCERPTS FROM THE JOURNALS OF WILLIAM CLAYTON

evening attended council with the first presidency
sunday march 10 1844
18441
and the twelve on important business ar rising from a letter from the pine country
bro W richards was appointed chairman and myself was appointed clerk
monday march 11 in council again all day as last night many great and glorious
ideas were advanced we had a very profitable time we organized into a council
and 1I was admitted a member 1I will here name whose names were put on the list of
members of this important organization joseph smith hyrum smith brigham
young W richards PP pratt 0 pratt J taylor HC kimball GA smith
WW phelps L woodworth G miller A badlam P haws erastus snow
M bernhisel
R cahoon amos fielding A cutler levi richards N
K whitney
whitneyjm
NK
whitneyjr
JM
LD wason myself

wednesday march 13
PM in council
at 11 the council was called together
again also in the evening 0 hyde W woodruff andjames
and james emmett were admitted members the pres appointed W richards recorder and me the clerk of the
kingdom
11d&c 10523 32
d&c
dac
48d&c
d&c 4566 71 journal ofdiscourses
of Discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855 1886
dac
218
491rhis
49this theme is so abundant in
injudeo
judeo christian mormon scriptures that it is impossible to list here all the
fudeo

and malachi 4 in the old testament
matthew 24 and revelation in the new testament 1 nephi 13 14 and 3 nephi 21 of the book of mormon
and finally sections 1 43 45 77 87 and 133 of the doctrine and covenants
william clayton kept three volumes of journal in nauvoo lii
ill
illinois
anois covering the years 1842 1845
inois
1843 1844 and 1845 1846 the extracts used in this article were made by L john nuttall in the 1880s
Claytons successor as clerk of the kingdom hence nuttalls
djohn nuttall was william claytons
claytona
Nutt alls interest in compiling these extracts this fifteen page manuscript is entitled extracts from the journal of elder wm
win
clayton regarding the K of G and is located in the church archives
passages dealing with the apocalypse

see ezekiel 37 39 zechariah

14
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thursday march

14

in council all day again

at the council meeting

eljames
samuel
bent uriah brown samueljames
Samu james
john D parker OP rockwell sidney rigdon wm marks and 0 spencer were admitted members

tuesday march

19

S

ven lamanites51 appeared and
eleven
uncil of the kingdom eie
ele
council
thursday april 4 in co
wanted council we had a very pleasant and impressive interview

afterwards in the council we had a glorious interview
pres J was voted our P P & K 52 with loud hosan
Hos annas
nas
hosannah
hosannas

thursday april

11

thursday april 18
at 9 met in council this day pres J introduced
JW coolidge and DS hollister and added L wights name and then declared
es as they now stand of those who have been called upon to
names
the council full the nam
form the grand K of G by revelation are as follows
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25
26

samuel bent
john smith
alpheus cutler
uriah brown
reynolds cahoon
ezra thayre
wm W phelps
amos fielding

wm

marks

sidney rigdon

john P green
geo miller
NK whitney
peter haws
jos fielding

CP lott

levi richards

JM bernhisel

JD

parker

H smith
L woodworth

young
HC kimball
B

spencer
J emmett

0

presta smith standing chairman
prestj
65

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

62
60
59
54
53
52
51
51
51
51

50

49
48
46
45
44
44
44
44
44
42
42
42

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

41

PB lewis

40

elias smith

39
39
38
37
36
36
36
35
35
35
34
33
33
32
31
30
30
29
26
25
24
24

hyde
ohyde
0chyde

saml james
W woodruff
P
PPP pratt
edwd bonny
DD yearsley
DS hollister

john taylor
alex badlam
CC rich
GJ adams
orson pratt
baton
MG eaton
A babbet
A lyman
coolidge
OP rockwell
GA smith
E snow
LD wason
BF johnson
W clayton
W richards

JW

L

clerk
recorder

wight

during the day much precious instructions were given and it seems like heaven
began on earth and the power of god is with us
the

book of mormon term for the american indians
52 prophet
52prophet priest and king see smith teachings p 318 wherejoseph
where joseph fielding smith was the first to
publish joseph smiths diary for the date of 23 july 1843 see also HC 5510 512 513 and 523
51the
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thursday

april 25th in council all day adjourned sine die

K into the
saturday june 22 joseph whispered and told me either to put the r of
saturdayjune
oak
ofk
hands of some faithful man and send them away or burn them or bury them 1I concluded to bury them which I1 did immediately on my return home

august

sunday

friday sept

6

18

at the

office copying the record of the kingdom

at the temple

all day copying records of the kingdom

reflections jan ist 1845

the organization of the kingdom of god on 1ith
lith march

last is one impor-

tant event this organization was called the council of fifty or kingdom of god
and was titled by revelation as follows verily thus saith the lord this is the name
by which you shall be called the kingdom of god and his laws with the keys and
power thereof and judgment in the hands of his servants ahman christ
in this
council was the plan arranged for supporting pres jos smith as a candidate for the
prest joseph was the standing chairman of the council and
presidency of the US
myself the clerk in this council was also devised the plan of establishing an emigration to texas and plans laid for the exaltation of a standard and ensign of truth for
the nations of the earth in this council was the plan devised to restore the ancients 53
to the knowledge of the truth and the restoration of union and peace amongst
ourselves
in this council was prest joseph chosen our prophet priest and
Hos
annas in this council was the principles of eternal truth rolled forth to
hosannas
king by hosannah
the heavens without reserve and the hearts of the servants of god made to rejoice exceedingly
cee dingly

tuesday feby 4 1845 met at the 70s hall with the council of the kingdom there
were only 2 55 members present viz B young S bent john smith alpheus cutler
R cahoon WW phelps G miller P haws josh fielding levi richards
JD parker L woodworth HC kimball 0 spencer PB lewis DD yearsley
CC rich 0 pratt A lyman J W coolidge OP rockwell GA smith
E snow and wd richards and myself this is the first time we met since the
massacre of pres joseph & hyrum smith the council was reorganized and presiprest joseph smith by
dent B young appointed standing chairman as successor to prestjoseph
unanimous vote the vote was then taken in ancient order on each one present and
all were received by unanimous vote the vote then passed for absent members according to their ages and stations and resulted as follows viz ezra thayre amos
fielding NK whitney CP lott JM bernhisel elias smith 0 hyde
wrn smith AW babbitt
arn
W woodruff PP pratt DS hollister john taylor wm
JM grant and BF johnson were unanimously sustained and received into the new
organization the following were rejected and dropped from the council uriah
brown wm marks sidney rigdon lyman wight james emmett samuel james
geo
edward bonny alexander badlam geoa
geojJ adams merinus G eaton and lorenzo
D wasson president joseph & hyrum two of the members were martyred
marty red for the
and john P green is dead so that there is only 40 members left in the council
truth andyjohn
andjohn
nameiy
Lama nites
namely the lamanites

53

or the american indians
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it was voted to fill up the council at some future time the weather
2 vi
cold and the council adjourned at 212
thursday feby
tuesday feb

6

1845

11

wednesday feb

at the

1845

12

at the

1845

at

is

extremely

office all day recording minutes of council

ac
&c

office all day copying records of the kingdom

at the office

all day copying records

of the kingdom

met at the seventies hall in the council of fifty the following brethren were taken into fill up the quorum viz joseph young
john E page david fullmer theodore turley albert P rockwood jonathan
dunham & lucien R foster they subscribed to the laws of the council and
covenanted before god with uplifted hands to maintain all things inviolate agreeable
to the order of the council bros daniel spencer isaac morley and shadrack roundy were selected to make up the number of 50 but they were absent and sick
brother john pack was admitted to sit in the place of wilford woodruff john D lee
in the place of ezra thayer and lewis dana in place of amos fielding they being absent in on business lewis dana is a lamanite of the oneida nation and the first
Larn
anite who has been admitted a member of any quorum of the church
lamanite
the object of the council was to decide whether we shall send out a company of
filljosephs measures originally adopted in this council by
men with bro dana to fill josephs
going west to seek out a location and a home where the saints can dwell in peace and
health and where they can erect the ensign and standard of liberty for the nations
ical
tyrannical
and live by the laws of god without being oppressed and mobbed under a tyranA
government without protection from the laws many able speeches were made on
the subject and the council finally agreed to send out a company with brother dana
to accomplish this important object the following brethren were selected and appointed by unanimous vote of the council for this mission viz samuel bent to be
the first man and president of the mission jonathan dunham next cyrus daniels
way albert carrington and john
shumway
daniel spencer john S fullmer charles Shurn
W farnham these brethren are expected to start immediately after conference and
nites and find a home for the saints
proceed from tribe to tribe to unite the Lama
lamanites
the council adjourned in the midst of the best kind of feelings
saturday march

1

1845

10 AM
AN

tuesday 4 mch 1845
at 9 oclock met with the council of the kingdom we had
a very interesting meeting the subject being the oregon mission

at the

thursday march

6 1845

friday march

1845 As above

7

office all day copying records of the kingdom

monday mar 10 1845
while writing and copying the records of the kingdom I1
dinst
was writing these words dropped by er HC kimball in the council on the ath
4th inst
viz
if a man step beyond his bounds he will lose his kingdom as lucifer did and it
will be given to others who are more worthy
this idea came to my mind it has
been a doctrine taught by this church that we were in the grand council amongst the
gods when the organization of this world was contemplated and that the laws of
government were all made and sanctioned by all present and all the ordinances and
ceremonies decreed upon now is it not the case that the council of the kingdom of
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god now organized upon this earth

are making laws and sanctioning principles
which will in part govern the saints after the resurrection and after death will not
these laws be made known by messagers
messagery
mes sagers and agents as the gospel was made known to
us and is there not a similarity between this grand council & the council which sat
previous to the organization of this world

in the council of fifty all day cyrus daniels was admitted
a member the subject of writing letters to the governors and a number of other
subjects were discussed the subject of the movements of the mob was talked over
and it was considered best for those who are hunted with writs to go on missions so
that we may if possible evade the blow until we can finish the temple and the
nauvoo house it was also decided that the workmen on the walls of the temple

tuesday march

1845

11

commence tomorrow

wednesday march
friday march

monday

17

at

office all day copying records of the kingdom

at the office

14

saturday march

at the

12

15

all day chiefly recording records

of the kingdom

at the office copying records of the kingdom

AM

the office all day chiefly copying records of the kingdom

in the council of fifty all day D spencer was admitted a
member the subject of the western mission was most on hand and all seemed in-

day march
tues
tuesday
bues

18

1845

fully in it
terested
te

wednesday march

19

1845

PM

copying records of the kingdom

thursday 20 at the office all day
records of the kingdom

A M recording ti things afterwards copying
am

saturday march 22 1845 at the council of the kingdom all day the western mission occupied near all day the subject of the nauvoo house printing office
church history and organization of the city were talked over

chiefly recording the minutes of the council of fifty

monday march 24 1845

tuesday march 25 1845 at the council of fifty all day the subject of the
nauvoo house and organization of the city were the principle topics of conversation

thursday march
tuesday april
kingdom

1

27 1845

1845

at the office all day copying records

at the office all day

of the kingdom

quite unwell recording minutes of the

saturday april 5 1845 at 9 at the seventies hall with the council of fifty but on
u4161 without douetil
account of a multitude of business waiting the council adjourned getil
ing business to next friday at 8.45
845
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friday april 11 1845
with the council of fifty all day taking minutes pres
young appointed
shumway
way lorenzo young to go with brother dana
appointedJj dunham C Shurn
on the western mission it was decided to move the printing office into three lower
stories of masonic hall and commence the business on a larger scale the council all
voting to do their utmost to sustain it
miller and afterwards
brother
brothermiller
herMiller
tuesday april 15 1845
dined at 12 oclock with Brot
rode with him to meet with the kingdom of god in the upper room of the seventies
hall phineas young was received into the council and decided to go with bros
shumway
way to the indian council at council bluffs and thence if
dana dunham and Shurn
they think best to the pacific ocean it was also decided that bro solomon zundal
cundal
delawarek
Dela wares A letter from gov ford
zendal should go with them to his tribe the delawares
was read giving his advice relative to our policy in organizing the city he advises to
organize the city into corporations of a mile square so as to include the whole surface he Z
aiso recommends to go and establish an independent government in
4 also
california

wednesday april 16 1845
kingdom

PM

at the office mostly copying records of the

pan
part of the day 1I was copying records of the kingdom
berjohn taylor the apostle and revised by
the following verses were composed by erjohn
inst
him at the council of the kingdom on friday 1 lith
ith dinst
ac see p 280.
280
the upper california 0 thats the land for me &c
17 1845
thursday april 17.1845
171845

monday april 21 1845

recording minutes of the kingdom

tuesday april 22 1845 AM at the office recording the minutes of the kingdom
PM attended the council of the kingdom there was not much business done the
brethren are not yet gone west and will probably not start for a day or two
thursday april 24 1845
monday april 28 1845

at the office all day recording
AM

minutes of the kingdom

recording minutes of the kingdom

tuesday april 29 1845 at 630 met the council of fifty at the seventies hall
evening met with the council of fifty in the seventies
tuesday may 6 1845
hall the principal topic of conversation was the movements of the mob it appears
their determination is to get up an excitement at the court and they are already trying it by reporting that the saints are going en masse to carthage at the court and if
the court does not execute the law on the murderers that we intend to destroy the
court and citizens of the county from reports which the brethren have brought
which have been at carthage the mob are laying deep plans to bring us into collision
with the state so as to bring about our expulsion or extermination forthwith it was
agreed that none of the brethren leave the city at the court only those who are required to be there on business so that we may prevent the mob from coming into the
depredations in the absence of the brethren an article was
city and committing depradations
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written by 0 hyde & W richards to publish in tomorrow s paper notifying the
public of the designs of the mob abb and also the course we intend to
10
pursue the council did not break up till 1014
saturday 10 may 1845
PM met with the council of fifty and adjourned sine die
the adjournment was about in consequence of the conduct of DD yearsley of
whom there is strong suspicions of treachery
saturday sept

7 1845

notified the members of the council offifty to meet next

tuesday
tuesday sept 9 1845
at 2 p mM met in the upper room of the seventies hall with
the council of fifty the subject of sending a company of saints to the west next
moved that
spring was talked over and the following motion of by WW phelps
the president select such a portion of this council as he may choose to remove west
and they select and organize the company subject to the final revision of the president a vote was taken and the motion was carried unanimously the following
motion was also put and carried unanimously
that a committee of five be apime gration and impart the same to this
pointed to gather all information relative to imegration
council and those about to emigrate when called upon
at the office recording minutes of the kingdom of god
A selection has been made by pres young of those of the council of fifty who
shall start west next spring my name is
is included in the list

thursday sept

11 1845

M
A
AM

tuesday sept 30 1845 met the council of fifty at the seventies hall elders bent
cutler & cahoon presented their lists of families selected by them to go west they
have each got their companies nearly made up of one hundred families each pres
young also appointed S roundy J fielding CP lott P haws and daniel

spencer to select and organize each a company isaac morley has got his company
fuli
fail while in council report was brought in that two officers had just rode infall
about full
to town and had come to the mansion pres young sent BF johnson to find out
what they were after he soon returned and stated that they called for liquor but
could get none they then went to packs but could get none there they finally got
some at clapps and then went off in different directions word was brought in that
an armed company were outside the city prest young sent CC rich to see what
they wanted he soon returned and reported that gen hardin judge douglas and
the troops had arrived on the square near the temple and that douglas was at elder
taylors wanting to see the twelve or the authorities of the place the council was
immediately adjourned and the twelve with one or two others went over to elder
PM at the office recording minutes of the council of fifty
taylors
saturday october 4 1845
at 9 oclock met with the council of fifty at the
seventies hall and kept minutes of the council

sunday october
fifty

5

1845

at the office all day recording minutes

of the council of

evening went to notify some of the council of fifty to
tuesdayjanuary
tuesday january 6 1846
meet next sunday morning
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sunday january
sundayjanuary

11

1846

AM

in the temple with the council of fifty arranging

to make an early start west

sunday january
sundayjanuary
of companies

18 1846

in the temple with the council of fifty and also captains

As of 1 1january
january 1845 all the special projects of the pre martyrdom

council of fifty had failed the council had not met in eight
months it had not revived itself to undertake any of the measures
no california oregon or texas scouting parties
of joseph
materialized the campaign for the presidency of the united states
was terminated not only before the election but even before a nanites never got
tional convention the mission among the Lama
lamanites
underway william clayton mentions all these failures in his 1845
new years
day entry then why is he so buoyant
yearsday
As important as each of these efforts by the council were they
Clay tons mind only secondary in importance to the
were in claytons
claytona
Clay tons
claytona
spiritual religious organization conceived by byjoseph
joseph smith claytons
implicit faith in the divine nature of the prophets revelations on the
council of fifty overshadowed any earthly policies that the council
may have developed it was the love of the principles espoused by
joseph smith principles the council applied to policies that
enamoured
moured william clayton and bound him to the prophet the
ena
council could accommodate changes and he felt the divinity of the
councils principles were confirmed when they met new circum
cumstances
um
tum stances
the council of fifty was frustrated in each of its attempts to
prepare the way for the unhurried systematic removal of the saints
from the presence of their enemies in and around nauvoo however
after three years struggle the council of fifty achieved the
11
measures of joseph when brigham young entered the salt lake
valley on 24 july 1847 As william clayton phrased it in his famous
hymn they found the place which god
prepared far away in
the west where none would come to hurt or make afraid wjhere
where
the saints would be blessed
and the council achieved its goal
limit joseph smith had originally given
within the time limitjoseph
that within five years we shall be out of the power of
our old enemies whether they were apostates or of the world and 1 I tell
you brethren to record it that when it comes to pass you need not say
that you had forgotten the saying 54
1

I prophesy

smith teachings p 333 the wilford woodruffjournal
woodruff
woodruft journal

54 54smith

25

february 1844

is

the original source for

this prophecy
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this then is the legacy of joseph smiths council of fifty
though it was conceived as the nucleus of a world government for the

millennium through the flexibility of its own constitution the
council assumed the less imposing role of locating the saints in a less
than ideal zion and when realities militated against the councils
fulfilling all of its plans only individuals like william clayton who
remained as adaptable as the councils
councils constitution could find consolation despite all the failures
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A LISTING OF THE DATES OF COUNCIL OF FIFTY MEETINGS

the

following is a list of the 142 dates when the council of fifty met during its
seven distinct periods of activity an italicized date means that the meeting is
verified by the official attendance rolls of the kingdom of god an asterisk indicates
are signifithe dates during periods two three and seven of other meetings which
whi chare
whichard
whichare
cant to but are not meetings of the council of fifty
1

joseph
josepg smith council of fifty meetings
josepa
1844 josepb

joseph smith assigned the twelve apostles in february 1844 to
organize and supervise an exploring party to the far west in order to
find a new location for the saints he learned on 8 march 1844 that
lyman wight and george miller when they were hundreds of miles
nauvoo had at the same time prepared letters suggesting that the
from
ftomnauvoo
church move from nauvoo to texas consequently when the prophet
decided to organize the kingdom of god he assigned these fifty men to
manage these two exploring efforts preparatory to a final decision
regarding a removal of the church from nauvoo the council of fifty
also assumed other projects likewise previously undertaken by joseph
smith namely the campaign for the presidency of the united states
and appeals to congress for redress of the saints grievances concerning
the missouri expulsion in 1839 however when the prophet was killed
on 27 june 1844 all measures of joseph considered by the 1844
council were tabled until the council was reorganized seven months
later on 4 february 1845
12 13 14
adjourned til tuesday 19 9 am JS WR 19 21 26 march
4 11 18 2255
sine die WC JS WR and HQ april 3 6 adjourned till to next
adjrdtofridaynext
monday JS WR 13 25 ladjrd
to friday next JS WR and 31 may 1844 17
10

11

1

meetings during this period
2

1845 1846

post martyrdom nauvoo council of fifty meetings

although the council was reorganized 4 february 1845 it adjourned that day with only the vague anticipation that at some future
time it would be filled up to its full complement of fifty members
however one month later as spring approached brigham young
reconvened the council to fulfill his promise to carry out the measures
18455 deliberations on the
following the march and april 184
ofjoseph
western expedition the exploring party finally got away from nauvoo
the council then adjourned for four months in september 1845 after
part of the exploring party returned to give a preliminary report of their
findings the council met and decided to send a settling party to the
valley of the great salt lake after conducting this business it adjourned
again
however during the latter part of september the anti
mormons of hancock county issued an ultimatum to the saints requircormons
ing them to agree to leave the state in the spring of 1846 consequently the council reconvened and planned for an organized evacuation of
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nauvoo then in injanuary
january 1846 after an adjournment of three months
when word came from separate sources that federal troops were on their
way to prevent the saints from leaving nauvoo the council met in
emergency sessions to prepare for an early move west because he
believed this was a crisis situation brigham young on 13 january 1846
invited the leaders of the wagon train companies even though they
were not members of the council to meet with the council of fifty in
this emergency session because so many of the members of the council
were scattered along the trail leading west brigham young convened
several such augmented council meetings during the 1846 trek west
although these meetings were clearly based on precedent established
in nauvoo they were not council of fifty meetings because they were
held during the trek west and because they were significant council
meetings 1I have listed them during period three the council last met
in nauvoo 18 january 1846 and as shown by the single attendance roll
that covers both the second and third periods of activity of the council
the council of fifty did not meet again until 12 november 1846

4

this is the first time we met since the massacre of pres joseph

smith WC
WC february 1144 11

it was voted to fill up the council at some future time
18 22 25 AML says council adjourned to 5 april march 5 HCK says they adjourned to 12 april WC says 11 april and WR says 10 april 11 adjourned to
tuesday next WR 15 18 22 29 april 6 10 adjourned sine die WC may
9 30 september 4 adjourned at 212 without date WR october 1845 11 13
first augmented council of fifty meeting where at the conclusion of the meeting
brigham young says
the 50 to meet on sunday at 10 18 january 1846 and the
whole the augmented council of fifty to meet on monday at 10 minutes
18 19 january 1846 20 meetings during this period
3

1846

the exodus winters quarters council of fifty

meetings

although brigham young convened the council of fifty in
november 1846 he did not have any business to lay before the counhowever at the 27 december 1846 meeting the important yet
obvious decision was made to send a pioneer company to the salt lake
valley in the spring of 1847 the council then adjourned sine die until
they could meet in the valley
they did not reconvene until
6 december 1848 two months after brigham youngs second and final
arrival in the valley 20 september 1848
cil

council adjourned to thursday april 2nd
and WR members of the council of
fifty are identified in the proceedings of these council meetings march
2
council adjourned sine die WR and
18
meeting adjourned mon
andjdl
andjel
JDL
10
20 27
28 april 20 21 may 2 7 august 12 13 november
JDL
consisting of 30 to 40 per25 26 27
these three days council has been held
sic been adjourned sine die from winter
council haveing
sons
HCK
haleing sio
slo
quarters and to be at the call of the first presidency in the valley orson hyde
during trial of peter haws and lucien woodworth 6 january 1849 pottawattomie
30
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high council minute book p
1846

5

132

adjourned sine die

GM

december

meetings during this period

4

1848 185
18500

legislative council or provisional state ofdeseret
of deseret
salt lake city council of fifty meetings

in terms of concentration and involvement no other period of activity of the council of fifty rivals this golden era yet for all its accomplishments during this provisional state of
ofdeseret
deseret period the
council of fifty retired itself seven months before brigham young took
the oath of office as governor of utah territory on 3 february 1851 and
fifteen months before the territorial legislature first officially sat in session 22 september 1851
20january 3 9 17 24 february 3 4 10 17 31
6 9 16 25
23 december 1848 6 20 january
amay
may 2 16 330 june 2 7 11 15 19 21
march 5 14 28 april 12 26
2 july 4 11
2may
18 25 29 august 6 8 12 22 29 september 5 10 13 20 27 october 3 10
there was probably a meeting of the council of fifty on this date though I1 have no
evidence for it
TB
17 november 22 december 1849 12
adjourned
26 26january
january 9 16 23 february 30 adjourned to last saturday in
injune
june at 1 PM
injure
TB march and 29
18 present adjourned until state house is ready to meet at
call of
obby
TB june 1850 56 meetings during this period
BY

ofby

tbjune

5

on

1851

the

1851

utah territory council of fifty meetings

january 1845 william clayton wrote in his journal that
joseph smith taught the council of fifty the ancient plan of how the
restoration of union and peace amongst officials of the government
of god could be achieved theoretically if members of the council of
fifty could not fellowship one another their deliberations would be
fruitless if they were at odds one with another they would be unable to
be the spokesmen of god even if they ostensibly followed the rules
of the kingdom the positive advantages of strict privacy regarding
council of fifty deliberations then provided assurance to council
members that they could without fear of exposure or public ridicule
freely and fully express their hesitancy or bad feelings for other council
members joseph smiths belief that such complete fellowship had to
exist between members of the legislature of the kingdom of god impelled him to institute what I1 call fellowship of the council
meetings so while it may appear that these 1851 meetings were the
councils last gasp to return to its golden era a one last attempt to seize
control of the territory despite the presence of the unwanted gentile offici als actually utah territorial business and tensions regarding the first
ficials
officials were completely ignored in these meetings
these 1851
1

meetings were originally convened to restore fellowship between certain
council members and not to discuss utah territorial affairs following
the 4 october 1851 meeting the council adjourned and did not meet
until 1867
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23 these three meetings were fellowship of the council meetings 25 30
august 13 september 4 nine are present for AM session no quorum is available
for the PM session
on motion adjourned to the call of the president
minutes
provide the dates for all the meetings during this period october 1851 7 meetings
21

22

during this period

6

1867 1868

urup
tenry
terry
uraj
Territoy council of fifty meetings
urah
utah territory
1867 renewal

the

1867 renewal of the council of fifty after fifteen years of inactivity must be seen as a subset of brigham youngs renewal of joseph

smiths many faceted program of zion

apparently anticipating

that with the completion of the railroad in 1869 babylon would encroach itself on zion in an unprecedented way brigham young not only renewed joseph smiths concept of the kingdom of god but also he
began to take steps to revitalize the school of the prophets the relief
society and the united order he created zions cooperative mercantile association ZCMI and he performed again the fulness
falness of the
priesthood ordinances all these other elements of zion had not
been functioning for at least twenty years this resurgence was intended to fortify the church from the influences of forces without unlike
other programs receiving renaissance beginning with this new era of the
church in 1867 the council of fifty was not a substantive stabilizing
force within the church for example even ZCMI commonly considered a product of the council of fifty was a project adopted by the
council three days after the saints publicly accepted
accept ed the program in
general conference since the council of fifty did not meet again for
nearly twelve years after the 9 october 1868 meeting when it absorbed this project it was not the agency that implemented nor
managed ZCMI moreover before the next meeting of the council in
1880 the decline of the cooperative effort was irreversibly set and the
council did nothing to prevent its extinction in 1882
23

the clerk reported thirteen members died since the last meeting of the council

4th october 1851
brigham young stated that he was not aware of any
on the ath
1851
particular business to be brought before the council further than to meet and renew
dapril 5
our acquaintance with each other in this capacity minutes 25 25january
april
january 5april
10 october 1867 4 9
the council of 50 met but adjourned without doing
business WW april 9 october 1868 8 meetings during this period of activity

7

1880 1884

utah territory council of fifty meetings
1880 renewal

As seen by this chronology the council of fifty during the 1880s
was not a significant catalyst of church involvement in politics furthermore even when the council operated as caucus of and private

political machinery behind the churche
churchs political party

the peoples
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party the councils efforts were narrow and limited that the church
leadership was the real power behind the peoples party is supported by
the fact that the party continued to function for nearly seven years after
the last meeting of the council of fifty on 9 october 1884
meeting adi until 21st april 1880
minutes
21 ada
adiadj oct 5 1880
minutes april 5 adjourned till next tuesday morning at 10 oclock minutes
12
adjourned till april yth 1881 minutes october 1880 5 8 april 18 may
4 october 1881 4 5 april 21 22 23
adjourned till 10 am tomorrow
24 26 27
adjourned till call of the president FDR andjhsjune
minutes
and JHS june
10 11
10 11
adjourned till 9 april ortill
or till call FDR
27th june
adjourned till 27thjune
artill
at 2 pm RTB april 27 28 29 adjourned to oct 3 2 pm unless on call by the
president FDR
june 6 special meeting of the first presidency and the members
fdrijune
of the council of fifty who resided in the salt lake county area 3 adjourned till
FDR
10
the loth instant at 10
council adjourned to jan 12 1884 10
lo am
adjourned till call of the president
FDR october 1883 12
FDR
am
sine die or until called by the president FDR april
january 8 adjourned
8 9 october 1884 and 4 february 1885
1883 29 meetings were held during this
period 55
10

the key to the abbreviations used in the preceding listing the abbreviations are arranged in alphabetical order according to the first initial the following sources are available in the church
archives AML amasa M lyman journal FDR franklin D richards diary HCK heber C kimball
diary JDL john D lee diary JS WR joseph smith journal kept by willard richards PR phinehas
burton journal TB thomas bullock diary kept as the historians
bulton
richards journal RTB robert taylor burcon
clayton journal WR willard richards diary and WW wilford woodruff
office journal WC william claytonjournal
officejournal
journal the following source is available in the george A smith family papers western americana
J willard marriott library university of utah salt lake city utah JHS john henry smith journal
photocopy of holograph minutes minutes of the council of fifty two published sources were also rekuy saints and
day
ferred to in this listing HC joseph smith history odthe
of the church oflesus
of jesus christ oflatter
of latter euy
GM letter of george miller to the northern islander I1 july 1855
1855 the attendance rolls used in compiling
oag
ofg
G in the hand of william
1846 roll K of
this information are as follows
1845
1845apl
api 22 to dec 27 18461
odthe
of the kingdom of god sitting from decr
deer 6 1848 to mch 4 49 inc in
clayton roll of names of ofmembers
members ofthe
the hand of william clayton roll in the hand of william clayton for the period of 10 march 3 november
1849 roll in the hand of william clayton for the period of 23 january 1867 9 october 1868 and roll of
john nuttall
council for 8 april 1881 23 june 1882 in the hand of Lljohn
ajohn

the following
55the

is
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THE UPPER

california 0

THATS THE LAND FOR ME

john taylor

the upper california 0 thats the land

for me
it lies between the mountains and great pacific sea
the saints can be supported there
and taste the sweets of liberty
in upper california 0 that s the land for me

ac 0 thats ac
&c
0 thats &c

well
well

go and lift our standard we 11ll go there and be free
go to california and have our jubilee
A land that blooms with endless spring
A land of life and liberty
herds abounding 0 thats the land for me
with flocks and herdsabounding

ac 0 thats ac
&c
0 thats &c

burst off all our fetters and break the gentile yoke
for long it has beset us but now it shall be broke
no more shall jacob bow his neck
henceforth he shall be great and free
in upper california 0 thats the land for me

well

ac 0 thats ac
&c
0 thats &c

we ll reign well rule and triumph and god shall be our king
hos
hosannas
annas ring
the plains the hills and vallies shall with hosannah
our tow rs and temples there shall rise
11

along the great pacific sea
in upper california 0 that s the land for me

ac 0 thats ac
&c
0 thats &c

well

lemuel to join us heart and hand
and spread abroad our curtains throughout fair zions land
till this is done well pitch our tents
along the great pacific sea
in upper california 0 thats the land for me
ask our cousin

ac 0 thats ac
&c
0 thats &c

then join with me

my brethren and let us hasten there
well lift our glorious standard and raise our house of prayer
we 11ll call on all the nations round
to join our standard and be free
in upper california 0 that s the land for me

ac 0
0 thats &c

that

s &c
ac

day
kay
spiritual
sriry
tux
hymns and Spiri
tud songs for the church ofjesus
of latter egy
of jesus
lefus
lesui christ oflatter
saints in europe 9th
ap 352 54 the great basin
ath ed rev and enlarged liverpool FD richards 1851
1851 pp
area east of the sierra nevada where the saints finally settled was then known as the upper california

john taylor HYMN
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